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Preface
Cellular automata are homogeneous networks of locally connected, identical 'nite
automata working synchronously in parallel. Even very simple automata can exhibit
complex behavior—a fact that was observed early on and has since then been redis-
covered independently by many scientists and non-scientists alike. The arti'cial world
called Game of Life is an old and well known example. Recently there have been strong
arguments for the computational universality of a very simple cellular automaton called
rule number 110. It is a one-dimensional, binary state, nearest neighbor automaton
that, if the claims are veri'ed, is without doubt the simplest universal computer known
today. This widely publicized result has increased interest in cellular automata research
in the past two years.
The research of cellular automata has many faces, as there are several di2erent views
to their behavior. Cellular automata are studied as massively parallel computers, dis-
crete dynamical systems or discrete models of continuous physical systems, synthetic
universes with arti'cial life forms, etc. The articles in this issue concentrate on the the-
oretical aspects of this research. This includes algebraic, combinatorial and topological
considerations, depending on whether the authors investigate structured or unstructured
rules, local or global behavior of the automaton, activity in short time or in the long
run.
The 7 papers in this special issue were selected from 19 submissions. The selection
was done through a rigorous refereeing process to guarantee the usual high quality
standard of TCS articles. I would like to thank all the referees for their help. All the
accepted articles report new results and advance the theory. At the same time I hope
they provide an overview of the current state and topics of cellular automata theory
research.
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